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Restaurant Guide
Written by Michelle Yuen
Hungry for lunch or dinner? Not sure where to eat
when you’re coming down the stairs from Surrey Central Skytrain Station? Whether you are craving Indian,
Vietnamese or African cuisine, there is a restaurant
just minutes from any of the three skytrain stations in
Downtown Surrey.

downtownsurreybia.com

The Downtown Surrey “Explore the George” Restaurant
Guide gets updated yearly so the public is aware of the
new restaurants and a reminder of existing restaurants
in the neighbourhood. It acts as a roadmap of a food
adventure along King George Boulevard and surrounding areas.
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The Restaurant Guide lists the restaurants in categories
that make it easy to choose the type of cuisine and the
style of restaurant. The guide is easily accessible with a
link to their restaurant’s website for you to explore the
menu yourself.
Some of the restaurants added to our Restaurant Guide
recently are cuisines from around the world. Freshii,
located by Surrey Central Skytrain Station, opened to
serve healthier options. Those looking for Latin American Cuisine will love to stop by Union Latino’s Food,
found near the corner of 105A Avenue. Interested in
some hot pot on a rainy day to warm up? Qian Dao is
located inside T&T, where they also serve ramen. If you
are looking for a place that serves tacos and burritos,
then Guacamole Mexican Grill on Grosvenor Road is the
place for you.

& Juice are two of the newest additions to the Restaurant Guide.
Long time restaurants in our area that we would like to
bring a spotlight to are Fresgo Inn, Taste of Africa, Pho
Tam, and A Taste of Punjab. These restaurants have been
here for at least ten years, and continue to proudly serve
the Downtown Surrey community.
The restaurants and businesses in our area truly appreciate the local support from customers. With over 120
restaurants located in our area, you ought to try them all
and expand your taste buds!
Visit here to see what restaurants are in our area!

In addition to restaurants, some cafes have opened recently. With the rise of bubble tea and related businesses, Bubba Tea Famous Tea & Waffles and CoCo Fresh Tea
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Explore the George – Texx Big Burger
Written by Samantha De Leon

Downtown Surrey welcomes a new burger joint to
town. Earlier this summer, Texx Big Burger opened its
doors in their new location on 10320 Whalley Blvd—
even offering free burgers for customers to commemorate their grand opening on July 22nd. This is the second Texx Big Burger in Surrey. The original restaurant
is located in the Guildford area, where their signature
burgers grew in popularity. Now, Downtown Surrey
residents have the convenience of trying the burger
joint’s famous menu.
Texx Big Burger prides themselves in serving delicious
burgers with patties made with fresh meat. There
are many different patties to choose from, such as
chicken, halibut, and vegetarian, however their most
popular is a classic beef patty. Customers also have
the ability to choose from the different burger sizes
they offer: regular (one patty), texx (two patties), or
super texx (three patties).
Even more variety comes from their extensive list of
toppings, which includes standard burger toppings—
such as lettuce, tomatoes, and mayo—as well as
more gourmet toppings—such as grilled mushrooms,

downtownsurreybia.com

onions, jalapeño and green peppers. With a variety of different choices, customers are able to customize or create
any burger to their liking since toppings are free of charge.
Additionally, like any other burger joint, Texx Big Burger
also serves menu items such as fries, poutine, chicken
strips, and hot dogs.
For those up for a challenge, this restaurant’s notorious
Texx Big Burger Challenge is to finish a Super Texx Burger
with fries in under thirty minutes to win a prize. Though
half an hour may seem like a long time to finish a burger,
you’ll think twice once you realize that the Super Texx
Burger is loaded with three patties and packed with all
available toppings!
Currently, Texx Big Burger is focusing on take-out orders
and is closed for dine-in. They are also enforcing social
distancing inside of their restaurant. To make the process
of ordering take-out easier for patrons, Texx Big Burger
has their own online ordering system for pick up and have
partnered with Skip the Dishes for deliveries. To order online or for updated hours, visit texxbigburger.ca.
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Explore The George - Al’s Vacuum Superstore
Written by Samantha De Leon

In exploring Downtown Surrey, you’ll find that the area
offers a plethora of unique businesses that add to the
character of our community. Having served our area for
40 years, Al’s Vacuum Superstore is one of these irreplaceable long-time businesses.
Alongside selling vacuums, Al’s Vacuum Superstore also
offers a variety of vacuum-related services. When asked
about his connection to the Downtown Surrey area, Al
affirms that it is a beautiful community—he loves working here and staying at this location for over 40 years is
a testament to that.
Though Al’s Vacuum has another location in North
Vancouver, their store on 10468 Whalley Blvd was the
business’ first home. Throughout the years, Al’s Vacuum
has fostered a loyal customer base who return for the
staff’s knowledgeable and excellent customer service.
With their extensive experience in the industry, the
team at Al’s is able to repair almost every vacuum model
available.

Al’s Vacuum rental service for steam carpet & upholstery
cleaning allows customers to rent a Carpet Express machine for 24 hours at the low price of $29.50. With this
machine, customers are able to clean carpets, rugs, or
other upholstery items such as couches and car seats.
Additionally, Al’s Vacuum also sells a variety of cleansers
and shampoos to fit the needs of their customers.
From selling and repairing a variety of vacuum models
to offering cleaning rental services, the team at Al’s
Vacuum will have you covered. Currently, they are open
9:30 AM – 6:00 PM Monday to Saturday, so give them
a call at (604) 581-5622 or visit alsvacuum.ca for your
vacuum-related needs!

A standout product from Al’s Vacuum is the Cyclo Vac
Central Vacuum—a Canadian-made vacuum that is one
of the strongest and quietest in the industry. Having a
central vacuum such as the Cyclo Vac not only improves
air quality by cleaning dust and allergens, but also
allows for more efficient and thorough vacuuming as
it eliminates the need to carry around an upright unit.
For these models, Al’s is able to install the system along
with supplying necessary bags and filters—making the
switch to a central vacuum an easier transition.

downtownsurreybia.com
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DSBIA New Directors
Written by Samantha De Leon

Recently, the Downtown Surrey BIA has appointed
two new directors to fill in vacancies on our board.
Along with our current board members, Kathrin
Matadeen and Perminder S. Tung add valuable
insights and expertise to the DSBIA.
Kathrin Matadeen is the District Vice President for TD
Commercial Banking. In her line of work, she leads a
team of business banking professionals who serve
the unique needs of large and small local businesses
by offering a broad range of customized products
and services to help business owners meet their
financial goals.
Before joining the TD Bank Group, Kathrin completed a Bachelor of Business Administration in Economics and Business, as well as Master of Business
Administration in Finance at Simon Fraser University.
With her extensive experience with local businesses
and background in economics, Kathrin brings an
essential perspective to the board.

downtownsurreybia.com

Perminder S. Tung is a Litigation Lawyer, Qualified Mediator and Partner at Lindsay Kenney LLP. Perminder was born
and raised in Surrey and is passionate about contributing
to the city’s growth and success. As a new board member
at DSBIA, Perminder brings a strong background in education, board governance, and a commitment to community
service. He completed his Bachelor of Arts at Simon Fraser
University, Bachelor of Laws at the University of Windsor
and Juris Doctor, cum laude from the University of Detroit.
Perminder cares deeply about helping at-risk youth and
frequently speaks at community events and high schools
to encourage young people to reach for the stars. He is
Vice Chair of Fraser Valley School, an international baccalaureate independent school based in Surrey. He is also
involved in a number of philanthropic organizations,
serving as a board member on government bodies and not
for profit organizations. Recreationally, he can be found
playing basketball and ball hockey or hiking BC trails with
his wife and dog. His two kids are also tolerating him as
their soccer coach.
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Summer Recap: Community Conversations
Written by Priyanka Krishna

With the success of the first Community Conversation, we
have propelled forward and hosted another two focused
on the topic of racism. The idea of having a space where
people from all backgrounds and walks of life can come
together to learn, share and gain actionable items is what
our Community Conversations are all about.
The second conversation was titled “Educating the Future
Through and Anti-racist lens”. The questions “how do we
educate individuals about racism earlier?” and “how can we
teach others to be better allies to people of colour?” that
came up during the first conversation expressed to us that
the idea of education was a key component of being an
ally.
The guest speaker for the evening was Mariam Bilgrami,
who is currently the manager of the Surrey Local Immigration Partnership and has recently joined the DIVERSEcity
team. Mariam discussed the types of oppression that people of colour face, as well as how the systems themselves
are established to create an unequal playing field. She
educated participants on anti-racist terms and their meanings such as allyship, racism, intersectionality, etc. She also
discussed nine steps that educators, parents and participants can take to ensure that their classrooms, schools, and
larger communities are more inclusive and equitable.
Our third Community Conversation focused on how to
support people of colour in the workplace. Since our participants are mainly youth aged 16-30 who are just starting
out in the workforce, we felt that this topic would be ideal.
Our guest speaker was Raagini Appadurai, a Program
Lead at New Dream as well as an educator and facilitator in
equity & social justice. Raagini spoke about how to ensure
that a workspace is equitable and how we can help support
immigrant entrepreneurs. Furthermore, she discussed how
one can analyze their own workplace for areas for improvement, as well as relaying ways one can implement inclusive
changes into their work space.

downtownsurreybia.com
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The topic of racism is complex and intricate, but
through these Community Conversations we have
been able to take deep dives into certain aspects
and gain a deeper understanding so that we can
improve ourselves and our communities.
Community Conversations will continue throughout the fall. Follow our Twitter feed (@dtsurreybia)
or visit our website for future conversations. They
are also free to attend and held via Zoom.

@dtsurreybia
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Summer Recap: Social Media Project
Written by Jia Dhillon

Promoting your business online is one of the best ways to
grow your business. In a world of evolving technology, it
can be hard to know where to start. To support our local
community, the Downtown Surrey BIA has been working
on this special initiative to bring businesses online.
The business environment is changing, and social media
is becoming an important marketing tool. DSBIA staff
contacted as many businesses as possible and asked
what types of social media businesses would like to
use to promote themselves. Before the start of the
project, we found that less than 40% had a social media
presence. This was due to the fact that many were not
sure how to handle an account, unfamiliar with social
media, or didn’t know where to start. With so many social
media platforms and an ever growing advancement in
technology, it can be overwhelming.
Interns at the DSBIA managed the accounts and uploaded content that would help engage customers throughout the summer and into the fall. A total of 14 accounts
were made specifically for social media, where they are
present on Facebook and/or Instagram. More expressed
interest in website management, which we took a note of
for the future.

Appointments were made to keep in touch with
business owners and to get content to post. These
posts ranged from informative posts related to the
industry they were in, to posts of the products and
menu items businesses had to offer. Each intern
had at least two accounts to manage and grow
ongoing connections with the businesses to ensure
information on specials and events are publicized.
Some of the local businesses that have participated
include Curry Indian Bistro, Floorica Tiles Ltd, Al’s
Vacuum Superstore, and Budget Brake Whalley. After
a few weeks of posting content and being active, it
has caught the attention of a variety of age groups.
Interns have provided information to all participants
on how to be active on social media and what a
valuable addition it can be to your marketing plan.
Making sure you can stay up to date with your
social media accounts and being engaged with your
audience is a great marketing tip.
This project will be continued in the fall thanks to
Canada Summer Jobs funding.

downtownsurreybia.com
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DSBIA Safety Audit 2020
Written by Yashar Tasouji
The DSBIA Safety Audit has been conducted with
Downtown Surrey businesses since 2006 as a way to record perceptions of safety, the progress we have made
as a community, and to propose safety recommendations based on the data gathered. This year’s Safety
Audit was revised to focus on collecting qualitative,
comment-focused data which allows businesses to express their unique situations, concerns and suggestions
in a natural way. The 2020 Safety Audit was completed
by over 100 ground-level businesses.
The top-3 issues identified by respondents this year
were ‘Drug-related activities’, ‘Littering or trash’, and
‘Discarded needles’. These concerns went hand-in-hand
with calls for more focused and robust social services
to help those in need. Additional garbage cans and
recycling bins were requested throughout the area,
in response to the consistent issue of littering noted
in the past Safety Audits. Adding disposal stations in
high-density areas without proper disposal containers,
including a pilot cigarette-butt disposal program, is a
primary recommendation for this year’s Safety Audit.

indicated ‘Public excretion’ as a primary concern for
many Downtown Surrey businesses. As such, the 2020
Safety Audit continues to recommend the addition
of public washrooms to the Downtown Surrey area
to alleviate the pressure on businesses to offer their
washrooms to the public and to make our community
as clean and accommodating as possible.
The 2020 Safety Audit also asked for RCMP and DSBIA
Bike Patrol feedback, which was generally very positive. Downtown Surrey businesses appreciate the
great job the Surrey RCMP is doing and consistently
note improvements in their service. The same goes for
the DSBIA Bike Patrol, which has proved to be a welcome and effective non-emergency option for many
businesses.
Many local businesses decided to sign up for Business
Connect to take a more proactive role in community
safety.

With COVID-19 and the closing of numerous public
facilities, access to public washrooms has decreased.
This is consistent with 2020 Safety Audit data which

SAFETY AUDIT

downtownsurreybia.com
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Business Connect
Written by Yashar Tasouji
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Business Connect is now in full swing. Business Connect was created to increase safety by sharing safety
and crime reduction pamphlets and by facilitating
convenient crime-reporting and dialogue between
businesses. Sign up for Business Connect to access a
number of safety and crime prevention pamphlets
and join our Business Connect Slack group.

CO

Slack is a free communication platform on PC, mobile
and the internet, used by the DSBIA to make communication between businesses easy and efficient. Slack
has ‘Channels’ where users can post messages and
share files to all other users. Channels can be public for all users, or you may create private Channels
for invitees only. Use Slack to direct-message other
businesses in the Downtown Surrey area to create a
stronger connection with your neighbourhood. Check
different Channels to hear about reported crimes or
other safety information, discuss topics and coordinate with other Downtown Surrey businesses, or
stay informed about events happening in Surrey. Use
our Slack group to report any crimes in your area to
keep everybody safe and aware. Communication and
information sharing has never been more important
for safety than it is today, so reach out to the DSBIA
to become a part of this innovative and useful new
program.

NNECT

ness Maintenance and crime prevention tips, to
Safe Needle Disposal information and much more.
Business Connect organizes all the information you
need to stay safe and protect your business through
concise, easy to understand pamphlets. Check out our
different pamphlets to learn about safety strategies,
contacts, reputable resources, and services at your
disposal. Familiarize yourself and your business on
the best COVID-19 business practices to ensure your
employees and patrons are as healthy as possible, and
learn where to get trustworthy information to stay
informed and on top of the game.
Reach out to the DSBIA to become a part of the
Business Connect program and help make Downtown
Surrey a more safe and united community!

Business Connect features twelve different safety
pamphlets, from COVID-19 Best Practices, to Busi-

Downtown Surrey Business Improvement Association (DSBIA) is
revamping its Business Connect program to keep local businesses
safer and more informed than ever!
The new program offers more safety and crime information, including tips and ideas on COVID-19 safety practices and economic
recovery strategies to best assist your business.
Business Connect is implementing new ways to keep you more
connected than ever with neighbouring businesses and the DSBIA.
Stay tuned for more information!

downtownsurreybia.com
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Love Where You Live
Written by Folfito Beck Millman

The city’s annual cleanup-campaign Love Where You Live
will be coming to an end on October 31st, however we
cannot let this factor keep business owners from easing
their efforts. For any business, all it takes is a few minutes of
cleaning a day to ensure the area around the storefront is
kept tidy and welcoming. This can benefit both your business and your neighbour’s business year-round.
It is important that businesses routinely clean their storefront throughout the year, especially during the COVID-19
pandemic when medical litter such as masks are more of
a concern compared to past years. Masks and gloves are
not only additional litter, but also a major health hazard
that puts others at risk of infection. We urge everyone to
be safe, wear gloves and use garbage pickers when dealing
with medical related litter and other items like used needles. Remember to wash their hands afterwards.

ficial to clear strewn litter away from your storefront,
however, it is also an obligation for each business to
do so. Additionally, litter can also be easily lost or buried in the snow.
Clearing the snow off public sidewalks in front of your
business in the winter is another way to show you care.
It is a reqirement by law and subject to a fine if you neglect to remove snow. But it also shows you care about
your customer’s safety.
Your storefront is the first thing your customers see.
Put your best face forward and show you care.

During the winter months, heavy rains may displace smaller littered items that can be carried far from their original
locations only to accumulate elsewhere. It is always bene-

downtownsurreybia.com
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Summer Recap: Chalk Art
Written by Anne Yogore

There’s no avoiding the fact that the people of Downtown
Surrey—and really, people everywhere—have had to
adapt to a new way of living because of these unprecedented circumstances. We’ve learned to reserve our love
of travel in the summer, we’ve had to sanitize at every
location we enter into, we wear masks, but arguably
most importantly, we’ve had to keep a safe, minimum of
two-meter distance apart from non-cohabitants. This last
point has been encouraged and ensured in various ways.
Most stores have markers for lines and limits as to how
many people can occupy a space at once. However, the
DSBIA sought out a more light-hearted way to deal with a
heavy situation: chalk art!
It started with a few simple jokes like ‘Haven’t you herb?
It’s about thyme to wash your hands!’ and ‘Do you like
bread? Then you butter social distance!’ then ended up
going perfectly with our plan to find a fun way to remind
the public to maintain safe and healthy practices. With the
words printed out as stencils, our employees went around

downtownsurreybia.com
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the community with chalk and made creative designs
around these punny reminders to take care of themselves and others.
The chalk art could be found all around the Downtown area of the city. As people went shopping, the
walkway to the Central Mall would remind them to
wear a mask. Before hopping on the train to work,
they would see a reminder to social-distance at the
front of King George SkyTrain Station. Even at Holland
Park, you would be reminded to wash your hands
whenever you get the chance. These designs have
received attention by passersby and those on social
media alike.
Even though the chalk has faded and washed away,
its sentiments stay behind. Remember to wash your
hands, and wear a mask whenever possible!

@dtsurreybia
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Summer Recap: Placemaking Activities
Written by Anne Yogore

This summer, the Downtown Surrey BIA kept itself busy
by adding vibrancy and life to the Whalley area through
non-stop placemaking pop-ups and events. From line
dancing to making origami, here are just a few ways
our interns have been working hard to enliven spaces
and safely engage with the public as we go about our
community.
The DSBIA had a Jam-packed July, continuing to bring
music and art to the area. Our very own performing
interns Megan Greschner and Jayson Biana consistently
brightened local places like the Surrey Central Skytrain
Station and the Surrey Civic Plaza with their beautiful
voices and lively dance moves that anyone can join in
on—all while maintaining a safe distance, of course!
As they sang your favourite hits like ‘‘Perfect’’ by Ed
Sheeran and ‘‘In the Middle’’ by Zedd, the people who

downtownsurreybia.com

passed by had all the more reason to love where they
live as they headed off to work or simply found themselves out and about enjoying their city.
Along with regular pop ups, we’ve also hosted a series
of art workshops for families and people who love to
learn new things. The Art Cart, co-sponsored by the City
of Surrey, together with the talented artists Aaron and
Angela Fraser, attendees were able to safely explore
different mediums to create art. From making balloon
animals to learning about Henna to rock painting, these
workshops proved to be fun and inspiring for all involved.
Although the summer has ended, it doesn’t mean that
our city isn’t just as vibrant and full of things to offer as
ever. Our staff is always working hard to make Downtown Surrey the best it can be.
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Movie Musical Night
Written by Jayson Biana and Megan
Greschner

Year after year, the Downtown Surrey BIA has hosted Movies Under the Stars, a popular family-friendly
event that featured four unique movies at dusk.
Participants were immersed in fun activities, thrilling
performances, and a variety of local exhibitors before
the sun began to set and the movie would begin. For
the residents of Downtown Surrey, Holland Park was
the place to be on a Saturday summer evening, where
you were surrounded by laughter and stuffed with
popcorn while the stars twinkled above.

registered in advance. To ensure safety, seating was arranged
in a way that allowed two metres between each participant,
with a station for hand sanitizers and disinfectants.
The Movie Musical Night was a perfect way to spend the
summer evening while paying homage to the annual Movies
Under the Stars. The goal was to emulate the magic of this
event, and we think that we did a great job of reaching it!

Due to COVID-19, Movies Under the Stars 2020 could
not take place, to the disappointment of the many
who were looking forward to it. To make up for this,
the BIA organized an event that aimed to reproduce
the wonder and fun of this night on a smaller and
more manageable scale. This was called Movie Musical
Night. It presented a set of iconic songs from movies such as Frozen, Mammia Mia, Hairspray, and The
Greatest Showman, that were performed by the BIA’s
performance interns.
Along with live musical performances, the event also
involved an interactive dance break and a raffle to win
a fifty-dollar gift card to a selection of local businesses.
Taking place in Civic Plaza on a Friday evening, the
Movie Musical Night was accessible to anyone who

downtownsurreybia.com
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Fusion Fest 2020 is Back!
Written by Jia Dhillon
Surrey Fusion Fest at Holland Park has been growing
since it was first introduced in 2008. Held in July, the
community was able to get a peek into different cultures
through food, music, dress and dance.
July 2020 passed with no Fusion Fest. Given the restrictions that we are under because of the Corona Virus pandemic it was not surprising that a festival that attracted
over 100,000 people would be put on hold for a year.
The good news is that Fusion Fest will be happening.
Like almost everything this year, Fusion Fest will look
different in 2020. We won’t be able to walk from pavilion
to pavilion and learn about the traditions and histories
of the various countries while savouring delectable delicacies. But we will be able to celebrate food, music and
culture virtually.
In participation with Culture Days, Surrey Fusion Festival
will kick-off with a 90-minute virtual livestream.
Date: Saturday, September 26
Time: 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Where: Facebook and YouTube Live
Admission: Free
downtownsurreybia.com

This year’s family-friendly livestream will feature a series
of segments including cultural performances, musical
entertainment, art lessons, Surrey history, Indigenous
education, dance lessons, cooking segments and kids’
activities.
The September 26 event will be followed by a monthlong interactive cultural video series on social media. This
series will feature up to 30 educational videos including
“how-to” cooking, dance and arts and craft’s activities
from participating cultural pavilions from previous years.
Additionally, the video series will see participation from
the City of Surrey’s Museum, Heritage, Art Gallery and
Civic Theatres.
The Downtown Surrey BIA will be handing out free craft
bags at Central City Shopping Centre on September 18th
and 19th between 12 noon-4pm (while supplies last) so
your family will be ready to participate on September
26. The DSBIA will also be posting a list of all the ethnic
restaurants within the four BIA areas in Surrey on their
website so you pick-up your favourite food while you
enjoy the cultural video series.
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